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 Scrying is an ancient form of divination that allows the "Scryer" to see, gaze or peep into certain 

reflective materials to form a message.  Some of the materials include glass, a mirror, water, fire, a crystal or 

smoke, to get intuitive messages along with images that evolve, to get and then give a message.     

 Scrying has been used in many cultures in the belief that it can divine the past, present, or future. The 

visions that come when one stares into the media are believed by some to come from one's psychic mind, but 

this depends on the culture using the divination practice. 

 Although scrying is most commonly done with a crystal ball, it may also be performed using any 

smooth surface, such as a bowl of liquid, a pond, or a crystal. Like other aspects of divination and 

parapsychology, scrying is not supported by science as a method of predicting the future. 

 Susi Marrotte has fashioned a unique method of scrying.  As an artist, Susi uses a dark bowl of water, 

where she then pours in paint and reads the images within the water, along with her psychic intuition, to 

present a past, present and future message which Susi has coined as "Paint Scrying."   She then will flip 3 

cards to validate the message given.  Scrying is in Susi's DNA.  Her great grandmother scryed with tea leaves 

with amazing accuracy.  She was also known as a card reader using regular playing cards.  Both Susi's great 

grandmother and Susi believe that their gifts come from God and Holy Spirit divine, the true sources of 

spiritual divination. 

 With a BA in commercial art and design, Susi is the owner of Art4Life and the designer of Light 

Fragments Auracle cards.  She is a Soul Aura Intuitive Artist, Certitified Sound Healing Tuning Fork 

Practitioner with SomaEnergetics, Usui Reiki Master Practitioner, Certified Angel Healer, Soul Pracitioner, 

Certified Fairyologist and Certified Realm Reader with Doreen Virtue.  Susi can be found on 

www.iamintuitiveart.com and I AM~*Intuitive Art by Susi on Facebook.   
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